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Introduction
The Higgs boson was established at the LHC in 2012.

The Standard Model (SM) established as low energy 
effective theory. 
The Higgs sector is adopted the minimal one :

𝑉 Φ = 𝜇% Φ % + 𝜆 Φ (

This is assumption. There is no theoretical reason why 
the Higgs sector must be the simplest. 

In the end, the structure of the Higgs sector is still unknown.
Numbers of scalar multiplets, their representations
Symmetries

Essence of Higgs field (elementary? or composite?)

Origin of 𝜇% < 0 2/21



If we can clarify the structure of the Higgs sector, we could approach 
new physics beyond the standard model.

New	physics	models	beyond	the	SM

CPV
Inflation etc.

ΦSM＋S	(Singlet), ΦSM＋Δ (Triplet)ΦSM＋Φ (Doublet),

Extended	Higgs	sectors

Predictions

The Structure of the Higgs sector and New Physics
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New	physics	models	beyond	the	SM

CPV
Inflation etc.

Extended	Higgs	sectors

Determination	of the	direction

The Structure of the Higgs sector and New Physics
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If we can clarify the structure of the Higgs sector, we could approach 
new physics beyond the standard model.

ΦSM＋S	(Singlet), ΦSM＋Δ (Triplet)ΦSM＋Φ (Doublet),



In This Talk
We focus on the Inert Doublet Model (IDM).

One of the natural extended Higgs models

Containing a dark matter candidate

We discuss  testability of the IDM by utilizing precision data 
of the Higgs boson couplings at future experiments.

In particular, we pay attention to benchmark scenarios which
explain data from dark matter experiments. 
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Inert Doublet Model(IDM)
Symmetries : SU(3)C × SU(2)I × U(1)Y × Z2 (Unbroken)

The	model	contains	two	scalar	doublets;	𝜱𝟏 and	𝜱𝟐

𝜱𝟏=
𝐺/

0
%�
	(𝑣 + ℎ + 𝑖𝐺7) 	:	Z2	even,	trigger	EWSB

𝜱𝟐=
𝐻/

0
%�
	(𝐻 + 𝑖𝐴) : Z2	odd,	New	field.

Physical states : h,	H,	A,	H±

A lighter one of H or A can be dark matter candidate.
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Additional Higgs

h : SM Higgs
H : CP-even Higgs
A : CP-odd Higgs

H± : Charged Higgs



𝑉 Φ0,Φ% = −𝜇0% Φ0 % − 𝜇%% Φ%
% +

𝜆0
2 Φ0 ( +

𝜆%
2 Φ%

(

+𝜆B Φ0 % Φ%
% + 𝜆( Φ0Φ%

C %
+ DE

%
Φ0Φ%

C %
+ ℎ. 𝑐.

Scalar potential :

Mass formulae :

𝑚I
% = 𝜆0𝑣%

𝑚J
% = 𝜇%% +

1
2𝜆J𝑣

%				 Φ = 𝐻±,𝐻, 𝐴

𝜆L± = 𝜆B
𝜆L = 𝜆B + 𝜆( + 𝜆M
𝜆N = 𝜆B + 𝜆( − 𝜆M

Parameters :

{	𝜇0%, 	𝜇%% , 𝜆0, 𝜆%, 𝜆B, 𝜆(, 𝜆M	} {	𝑣,𝑚I, 𝜇%%, 𝜆%,𝑚L±,𝑚L,𝑚N	}
These parameters are used
as input ones. 7/21

Original	ones Physical	ones



Direct detection of dark matter
As the direct search experiments of dark matter, a scattering 
of a dark matter with a nucleon have been investigated.

The	mass	of		the	dark	matter	is	limited:
(I):	 (II):	

A.	Arhrib,	Y.	L.	S.	Tsai,	Q.	Yuan,T.	C.	Yuan,	JCAP06(2014)030.
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mDM (GeV)

σ S
I(
Ge

V)

Higgs	resonance	region Heavy	mass	region
,



We examined whether or not such a parameter region
can be tested by evaluating deviations from 
the SM predictions in the Higgs boson couplings.



Indirect search with the Higgs boson couplings
In extended Higgs models, predictions of the Higgs boson
couplings can deviate from the SM.

In general, a pattern of the deviations is different at each model.

The effect of field mixing Loop effects of new particles 

c𝑜𝑠𝜃
H,	A,	H± …

Model htt hbb htt hVV hgg hhh
X ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑
Y ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑
Z ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑
…

h
X

X
h

X

X
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↑	:	more	than	SM	prediction
↓ :	less	than	SM	prediction



ATLAS	and CMS,	JHEP08(2016)045
Current data (LHC Run I)

arXiv:1506.05992[hep-ph]

Future prospect (HL-LHC and ILC)

The Higgs boson couplings are measured at accuracy of dozen %  
by LHC Run I, but done at better accuracy by HL-LHC and ILC.
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We can test and distinguish various models by comparing
theoretical predictions of deviations and precision data at 
future collider experiments.



Our analysis

We calculated Higgs boson couplings hZZ, hWW, htt, hbb,
htt, hhh at the one-loop level, using on-shell scheme.

We numerically evaluated deviations of the SM predictions 
in the Higgs couplings, and examined whether or not 
characteristic pattern of deviations are obtained.
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Benchmark scenario

A .	DM Scenario	(Higgs	resonance	region)	:

mA =	500	GeV,		lA ~	10-3

mA =	mH =	mH±,	lA<	4pC .	Unrelated	to	DM : 

B .	DM	Scenario(Heavy	mass	region) :

mA =	65	GeV,		lA~ 10-3

CP-Odd Higgs A is assumed a Dark matter.

We set three benchmark scenarios as follows,

We  take into account the following constraints :

Theoretical ones : Perturbative unitarity, Vacuum stability

Experimental ones: S, T, U prameters, LEP experiments 
14/21



・ In Scenario-A, the model predicts always 4-5% deviation.
・ In Scenario-B, the model predicts deviation less than 4%.

Doted lines denote excluded regions
by the perturbative unitarity.

A: 𝑚N = 63 GeV

B:	𝑚N = 500	GeV

C:	𝑚N= 𝑚L = 𝑚L±

S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

Deviation of the hgg
Deviation Δ𝜅[ ≡

ΓI→[[_`a

ΓI→[	[	ba
�

− 1
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・ In Scenario-A, the model predicts always 4-5% deviation.
・ In Scenario-B, the model predicts deviation less than 4%.

Doted lines denote excluded regions
by the perturbative unitarity.

S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

Deviation of the hgg
Deviation Δ𝜅[ ≡

ΓI→[[_`a

ΓI→[	[	ba
�

− 1

Snowmass, arXiv:1310.8361

An accuracy of 2%
by HL-LHC
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Deviation of the hZZ Δ𝜅c ≡
𝑔Iccefg

𝑔Icchg − 1
S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

A: 𝑚N = 63 GeV

B:	𝑚N = 500	GeV

C:	𝑚N= 𝑚L = 𝑚L±
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(F =	H±, H )
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Deviation of the hZZ Δ𝜅c ≡
𝑔Iccefg

𝑔Icchg − 1
S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

LHC300
(direct	search)

G.	Belanger,	et.	al,
PRD91(2015)115011	

ILC1TeV
(direct	search)

the light mass region is investigated by direct searches,
and the heavy mass region is done by indirect searches.

(F =	H±, H )
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𝑔Iccefg

𝑔Icchg − 1
S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

LHC300
(direct	search)

G.	Belanger,	et.	al,
PRD91(2015)115011	

ILC1TeV
(direct	search)

arXiv:1506.07830

An accuracy of 0.31% 
by ILC in H-20 scenario

the light mass region is investigated by direct searches,
and the heavy mass region is done by indirect searches.

(F =	H±, H )
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The hhh coupling can deviate 100% or more. If such a significant 
deviations are found, we could extract the information of 𝑚J. 

About 50% accuracy 
by HL-LHC

Deviation of the hhh Δ𝜅I ≡
𝑔IIIefg

𝑔IIIhg − 1
S. Kanemura, M. Kikuchi, K. Sakurai, arXiv:1605.08520.

(F =	H±, H )

10% accuracy by 
ILC1TeV

Snowmass, arXiv:1310.8361

arXiv: 1506.05992

A

BC
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Summary

We focused on the following scenarios,
Scenario-A	:	mDM =	65	GeV

Scenario-B	:	mDM =	500	GeV

We discussed testability of the Inert Doublet Model (IDM) by utilizing
precision measurements of the Higgs boson couplings
at future collider experiments.

We confirmed that such scenarios could be tested by collider 
experiments such as the ILC.

which are difficult to be excluded by direct searches for DM.
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Back up slides



Our	input	palameters



h-Φ-Φ coupling



A pattern of deviations of the 
Higgs boson couplings

Models kf kV

Φ(SM) 1 1

Φ＋S（Singlet） cosα cosα

Φ＋Φ(Doublet) cosα/sinβ sinβcosα-cosαsinβ

Φ＋Δ(Triplet) cosα/sinβ sinβcosα-1.6cosαsinβ

Φ＋φ7(Septet) cosα/sinβ sinβcosα-4cosαsinβ

kX =	ghXX /	ghXXSMDeviations from the SM :

Kanemura,	Tsumura,	Yagyu,	Yokoya,	PRD90(2014)075001



kX =	ghXX /	ghXXSM

Kanemura,	Tsumura,	Yagyu,	Yokoya,	PRD90(2014)075001

A pattern of deviations of the 
Higgs boson couplings
Deviations from the SM :



Approximate fomulae (1)
mH ,	mA	,	mH± >>	q2 ;	mH± −mH ,A	<<	1	



mH ,	mA	,	mH± ,	>>	q2 ;	mΦ =	mH =	mA	=	mH±

CF :	contributions	of	
fermion	loop

CF :	Contribution	of
W	boson	loop

Approximate fomulae (2)



Measurement	accuracy	of	the	Higgs	
boson	couplings(future prospects)

kX =	ghXX /	ghXXSMDeviations	of	the	SM:

Snowmass	Higgs	Working	Group	Report	(1310.8361)

The	Higgs	couplings	will	be	measured	about	a	few	%	by	the	HL-LHC	and	
about	1%	and	or	less	by		the	ILC



Direct	search	by	the	ILC

● HA	production

● H+H-production

e+e-→	HA→	ℓ+ℓ-HH e+e-→	HA→	jjHH

e+e-→	H+H- →	ℓ+nℓ-nHH e+e-→	H+H- →	ℓ+njjHH e+e-→	H+H- →	jjjjHH

M.	Hashemi,	M.	Krawczyk,	S.	Najjari,	A.	F.	Zarnecki,	arXiv:1512.01175



Dkg vs DkZ Scenario-A	:	mA =	65	GeV

Scenario-B	:	mA =	500	GeV
Scenario-C :	mA =	mH =	mH±

If	we	we	obtained	value	of
DkZmore	than	0.7	%
we	could	exclude	scenario-B.



Dkb vs DkZ Scenario-A	:	mA =	65	GeV

Scenario-B	:	mA =	500	GeV
Scenario-C :	mA =	mH =	mH±

If	we	we	obtained	value	of
DkZmore	than	0.7	%
we	could	exclude	scenario-B.



Dkh vs DkZ Scenario-A	:	mA =	65	GeV

Scenario-B	:	mA =	500	GeV
Scenario-C :	mA =	mH =	mH±

By	correlation	between
hZZ and	hhh,	scenario-B	and
c	can	be discriminated

If	we	we	obtained	value	of
DkZmore	than	0.7	%
we	could	exclude	scenario-B.



Procedure	of	prescription	of	renormalization

,

(	i =	1,2,3, …	)

１.	Count	number	of	parameters	and	fields	in	Lagrangian.

2.	Shift	parameters	and	fields	to	introduce	counterterms
as	same	number	these.

3.	Impose	only	as	many	renormalization	conditions	as	
number	of	counterterms to	determine	these	counterterms.

→	Any	observables	can	be	renormalized.



Introduction	of	counterterms

● Parameters	of	Higgs	potential	：
Th mh mH mA mH± μ２ λ２

● Counter	terms	:
δTh δmh δmH δmA δmH± δμ２ δλ２ δZh δZH δZA δZH+	

7

11

● Fields	of	Higgs	sector	：4

h			H± H			A			
● Shift	of	parameters	:

mΦ→	mΦ +	δmΦ

Φ→	Φ+ZΦΦ/2

（Φ=	h,	H±,	H,	A）

Th →	0	+	δThμ2 →	μ2 +	δμ2

λ2 →	λ2 +	δλ2



δmΦ :

(at	Φ =H	,	A	,	H± )

δZΦ :

δμ２ :

δλ２ :

δTh :

δmh :

δZh :

Renormalization	conditions
(	On-shell	renormalization	)

It	is	determined	to	cancel	a	divergence	at	a	scalar	triinear coupling		such	as	hHH.

It	is	determined	to	cancel	a	divergence	at	a	scalar	quartic	coupling		such	as	HHHH.



Renormalizzed hVV,hff,hhh

tree counter	terms1PI



Constraints of vaccum stability	and	perturbative
unitarity

38

IDM

0 < μ2 < 2TeV
100< mΦ < 1000GeV 

mΦ=mH=mA=mH+

2



λ３ vs mΦ



λ３ vs mΦ (DM scenario A)


